
YESUNKNOWN

YES

Device taken by Police 
Scotland

Does device contain        
evidence?

Device contents extracted by 
Digital Forensics Hub

Court proceedings concluded

Device returned to owner

Examination Request Form 
Submitted (See Digital Device 

ERF Flow Process)

There may be times depending on the 
circumstances and what potential 

evidence is on your device, that we need 
to take it, even if you refuse consent. We 

may also need to retain the device 
despite your withdrawal. In these cases, 

we will use one of the other powers 
(warrant or common law) to do so. 

The Data Protection Act 2018 allows 
police to keep and use information taken 
from a device for the investigation, even 
if you withdraw your consent for police 

to retain the device itself.

Extracted contents reviewed 
by Investigating Officer

YES

YES

YES

There are reasonable 
grounds to believe the device 

of a victim or witness holds 
evidence relevant to the 

investigation

Identify lawful authority to 
take device

For further information about these 
authorities see Police Scotland’s Digital Device 

Seizure and Examination Legal Basis

Device returned 
to owner where 

appropriate 
dependent on 

circumstances of 
the investigation

Evidential report generated by 
Digital Forensics Hub

NO Court proceedings initiated?

Digital Device Journey Flow Process

See Cyber Kiosk FAQs for 
further information

Initial triage of device for 
evidence using Cyber Kiosk

CONSENT

Where a victim or witness is 
willing to provide their device 

voluntarily.

COMMON LAW 
(Urgency)

Taking the device 
immediately must be 

proportionate and necessary 
for example, evidence might 

be lost or destroyed.

WARRANT

Where a court has allowed 
police to take the device

NO Lawful authority established?
Progress enquiry without 

device

YESNO
Examination Request Form 

Submitted (See Digital Device 
ERF Flow Process)

Device returned to owner
Device found to contain 

evidence?

NO Relevant evidence identified?

NO
Sufficient evidence to report 

to COPFS?
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